Survey of Topics to Cover in Law and Poverty Spring 2006

We will cover:
   Poverty and Work
   Historical Development of Laws about Poverty
   Basics of Law and Poverty

Can Cover, Check ones you are interested in:

_____ FEMA
_____ Landlord – tenant: rights of renters, security deposits, public help for housing
_____ Social Security: What it is, how it works, what are the future issues
_____ Americans with Disabilities Act: overview of how it works
_____ Disability Laws for Workers and Non-workers
_____ Family Law and Domestic Violence: How lawyers should respond
_____ Special Education: How children and parents deal with educational problems
_____ Public Health Care in America: Medicare and Medicaid
_____ Legal Services for the Poor: what is available
_____ Hunger in America: how widespread is it and how the law responds
_____ International Poverty Issues
_____ Children and Poverty
_____ Nursing Home Issues

Other suggestions?